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COMMENTS

• It could be worse.
• Look on the bright side.
• This, too, shall pass.
• It will be fine



COMMENTS

• All will be well in 
the end and if all is 
not well, it is not 
the end.



Comments such as this often have the impact of 
implying that we should be upbeat and happy all 

the time.  

It’s okay not to be okay.



BENEFITS OF POSITIVITY

• Boost immunity

• Lower stress

• Lengthen our lifespan



Toxic Positivity can be

Toxic!



DANGER

• Being forced to be positive 
in situations that are 
unnatural.

• When a problem exists that 
needs to acknowledged.



IMPACT OF TOXIC POSITIVITY

• Denial
• Minimization
• Invalidation of the authentic 

human experience



SIGNS YOU MAY BE EXPERIENCING 
TOXIC POSITIVITY

• You feel guilty about what you feel.
• You feel shamed or chastised by expressing 

frustration.  
• You brush off things that are bothering you 

with an – it is what it is – attitude.
• You feel as though you need to hide or mask 

your true feelings.



Divided Life



• We live a divided life when we feel pressure to 
conform or when we feel that it is 
unacceptable or even safe to show up as who 
we really are. 

Parker Palmer

LIVING A DIVIDED LIFE



• A life in which our words and actions 
conceal or even contradict truths we hold 
dear inwardly. 

• Sadly, most of us learn early on that it’s not 
safe to be in the world as who we really are 
with what we truly believe and value. 

LIVING A DIVIDED LIFE



• Everyone pays a price when we live behind 
a mask.

• Have you had a masked relative, colleague, 
teacher or health care provider?

• Impossible to establish trust with such a 
person. 

• The person who lives a divided life also 
suffers.

LIVING A DIVIDED LIFE



Toxic positivity is the excessive and 
ineffective overgeneralization of a 
happy, optimistic state across all 

situations. It doesn’t feel good to be 
on the receiving side of it.  



• Pain and suffering are 
uncomfortable to experience 
and to talk about. 

• While positivity has many 
benefits, it becomes toxic 
when someone is forced to 
be or seem to be positive in 
situations. 

REALITY



• Toxic positivity is a way 
of denying challenges 
and asking people to be 
inauthentic. This doesn’t 
build relationships or 
resilience. 

REALITY



• Remind yourself – that you don’t need to 
make them feel better all the time. 

• The most important thing you may be able 
to offer is to listen – and acknowledge and 
validate their feelings. 

IF YOU WANT TO OFFER SUPPORT



• Allow grief – fighting an emotion doesn’t 
help. Suppressed emotions often emerge in 
unexpected days.

• Find ways to explore and process your 
feelings.

• Notice positive moments – even in the midst 
of loss or grief, there is kindness, beauty, joy.

• Practice gratitude

IF YOU ARE GOING THROUGH A 
DIFFICULT TIME



• Practice mindfulness

• Find meaning, perspective, 
lessons learned

• New insights? Discoveries?

IF YOU ARE GOING THROUGH A 
DIFFICULT TIME



• Bring compassion to self 
and others

IF YOU ARE GOING THROUGH A 
DIFFICULT TIME



• Ask for help

IF YOU ARE GOING THROUGH A 
DIFFICULT TIME



• Allow yourself to love 
and be loved.

IF YOU ARE GOING THROUGH A 
DIFFICULT TIME



• Be authentic.

IF YOU ARE GOING THROUGH A 
DIFFICULT TIME



TAKE CARE OF YOUR SELF

• Eat
• Move
• Sleep
• Stress
• Emotions



Title



Title





MINDFUL MONDAYS

• Mindful Mondays is free, drop-in sessions that 
include gentle movement and guided meditation led 
by experienced instructors. Held live via Zoom at 12-
1p.m. central time on most Mondays.

• More than 50,000 registrations

since we began hosting sessions online in      
March 2020



YOU DO MATTER CAMPAIGN



YOU DO MATTER CAMPAIGN

• Each week’s video comes with resources for a Skim (1 
minute), Swim (2 minute tip), or Dive (5 minute tip)

• The video series is posted across social media to 
reach front line workers where they are, and shared 
directly to leaders via email. This campaign has been 
widely shared across University of Minnesota 
systems.



YOU DO MATTER CAMPAIGN
• Topics
– You Matter and What you do Matters
– Talk about your Emotions and 

Experiences
– Dealing with Anger
– Grief and Loss are Everywhere
– Toxic Positivity
–Mindfulness
– Self-Compassion



YOU DO MATTER CAMPAIGN - WEEK 1
• What you do matters



YOU DO MATTER CAMPAIGN - WEEK 2
• Emotions + Experiences



YOU DO MATTER CAMPAIGN - WEEK 3
• Dealing with anger



Everyone has a

Story



Thank You


